Abstract: This paper develops a simplified Bayesian approach to evaluate a luminescence age. We limit our purpose to the cause-effect relationship between the age and the accumulated dose. The accumulated dose is given as a function of the age and several others parameters: internal radionuclides contents, gamma dose rate, cosmic dose rate, alpha efficiency, wetness, conversion factors, wetness coefficients, fading rate and storage time. The age is the quantity we are looking for. Bayes' theorem expresses the changes on the probability distribution of age due to the luminescence study. The information before study (prior) comprises what is previously known about the age and the archaeological model (cultural period, stratigraphic relations, type, etc.) as well as the parameters of the physical model. The accumulated dose consists in the data describing the measurement. The various stages of Bayesian approach were implemented using the software WinBugs. Simulated data sets were used in various models. We present various small models representing typical examples encountered in luminescence dating.
INTRODUCTION
Unlike other dating methods (Buck and Millard, 2004) , luminescence dating methods (thermoluminescence -TL and optically stimulated luminescence -OSL) rarely use Bayesian approach. The literature is limited to a dozen articles. Most (e.g. Rhodes et al., 2003 , Clark-Balzan et al., 2012 combine luminescence ages with external information, such as stratigraphic relationships. On the another hand, Sivia et al., (2004) focuses on a very specific step: the assessment of the distribution of equivalent doses in sediment mixtures. Only Huntriss (2008) covers all steps from data acquisition until the final age. We explain this weak attention by the complexity of the principle of luminescence dating.
Luminescence dating is based on the ratio between the accumulated dose and the annual dose rate. It thus acts with the physical meaning of a method of absolute dating, which contains in itself its own calibration (Zink, 2009) . On the other hand, the large number of parameters needed to determine the age does not encourage users to explore in detail the many sources of uncertainty (Rhodes et al., 2003 , Huntriss, 2008 . Practitioners of luminescence dating do not feel the need to develop specialized skills in statistics and error treatment. We think for our part, that the Bayesian approach that takes into account all available information, not only measurements of dating, is a plus for our methods. Huntriss (2008) deals with the determination of the dose equivalent from the results of single aliquot regeneration of optically stimulated luminescence (OSL-SAR) measured at different preheat temperatures, as well as the determination of the annual dose in the case of coarse grains using the beta, gamma and cosmic dose rates. The age calculation uses the ratio between the both normal distributions corresponding to the so modelled accumulated and annual dose. In case of combining ages, this model, like the model of Rhodes et al. (2003) , does not take into account the presence of uncertainty contributions shared by several age samples.
Our approach is similar to that followed by Millard (2004 Millard ( , 2006a Millard ( , 2006b . As with other models, it is limited to a stage of the whole luminescence dating: the problem of the assessment of the age from the equivalent dose by means of the age equation. In this limited frame, the aim is to describe, in the best possible way, the whole measurement in order to identify all the sources contributing to age uncertainty. For this purpose, we use the relation of cause and effect (Sommer and Siebert, 2006) , as well as the hierarchy of parameters (Lanos, 2004; Millard, 2004 Millard, , 2006a Zink, 2009 ).
We did not try to perform a rigorous model like a statistician, but rather a 'pragmatic' model more in our skills of a practitioner using dating by luminescence. It is therefore not a comprehensive approach that would determine the age from all measures, especially those of luminescence.
MODELLING

Luminescence dating
A large number of papers and handbooks provide a clear understanding of luminescence dating (cf. Aitken, 1985 Aitken, , 1998 Preusser et al., 2008; Wintle, 2008; Zink, 2009 ). Here we give a brief presentation.
To obtain a date, it is necessary have a physical clock. It is characterized by two properties: it must be a physical phenomenon that changes over time; and with, at least, a noteworthy instant.
Luminescence dating is based on the property of minerals to accumulate the energy resulting from the ambient radioactivity. During heating or optical bleaching, the previously stored energy is released as luminescence. We thus have a physical clock to date ceramics and terracotta: the noteworthy event is the initial resetting (last heating or bleaching) and the change over time is a monotonic increase, with a trend mainly linear, for ages below 10 ka. To move from this physical clock to a calendar clock, we have to take into account the dose accumulated over one year, by assuming this one constant in time. The ratio of the total accumulated dose to the annual dose yields the age. The total accumulated dose being the physical clock and the annual dose, the calibration due to the environment (radiation, humidity).
It is obviously a brief presentation. Several parameters can introduce errors to the age determination. Among them , in particular, the anomalous fading (Wintle, 1973) should be mentioned, because this phenomenon is common and a mathematical correction at low doses has been proposed (Huntley and Lamothe, 2001 ).
Cause and effect of a measurement -the age equation
The overview of luminescence dating given above may result in different protocols, depending on the type of the investigated objects (terracotta, sediments etc.), the analyzed samples (polymineral fine-grains, quartz or feldspar coarse grains etc.), and the available equipment (e.g. TL or OSL reader, dosimeter, spectrometer, alpha counting).
Here we describe the protocol generally followed in our laboratory. It aims to study ceramics; it uses the finegrain technique with additive TL (Zimmerman, 1971) or single aliquot regeneration OSL (Murray and Wintle, 2003, adapted in Zink and Porto, 2005) on samples of small sizes (Zink and Porto, 2005) . For the annual dose, we measure the radionuclide contents in the clay itself; the gamma dose is either measured directly or arbitrarily fixed, according to the geological origin of the sample (Zink et al., 2012) . Finally, the fading is evaluated by a SAR method (Zink, 2008) . Fig. 1 depicts a cause-effect relationship (Sommer and Siebert, 2006) between the age and the luminescence. To simplify, we split the relationship in two parts, from the age to the accumulated dose and from the accumulated dose to the luminescence. The second part corresponds to a calibration problem (Huntriss, 2008) and will not be considered in this paper. We limit our purpose to the first part: the relationship between the measurand (i.e. the age), the indication (i.e. the accumulated dose) and the influence quantities: radionuclide contents of the clay, conversion factors, alpha efficiency, wetness, parameters of wetness, gamma dose-rate, cosmic dose-rate and fading. All influence quantities, except the fading, contribute to the annual dose. The age can be represented mathematically by the functional dependence of the accumulated dose on the age and other quantities (Sommer and Siebert, 2006) accumulated dose = Age×annual dose×fading (2.1)
The inverse equation (model equation) is the equation of age (Aitken, 1985) , giving the age according to the accumulated dose Age = (accumulated dose/annual dose)/fading (2.2)
We note the presence of the correction factor due to anomalous fading. It complicates the equation since this factor depends on the age (Huntley and Lamothe, 2001; Zink, 2008) . This should lead us to calculate the age by iteration but it is observed that the number of iterations, even when the fading correction is not negligible, rarely exceeds one or two (Huntley and Lamothe, 2001 ).
Bayesian approach
To state experimental results, two general approaches are possible (Cox, 1946) . The conventional approach describes the probability to obtain the observed data as a function of the unknown variable, Pr({data}|variable). The second statement called 'conditional' or 'Bayesian' approach describes the probability of the unknown variable according to our observed data, Pr(variable|{data}).
Although the wording is close, there is no identity between both approaches.
The conventional approach assumes that there is no bias between the measured value and the true value. In particular, in the case of repeated measurements under the same conditions, the most probable observed value ('estimate') is assumed to tend towards the true value (Steel, 2001) . It is suitable to predict the next draw in a dice roll, or production in a factory (Buck et al., 1996) . However in the case of dating, the interest is to determine the most likely age knowing the measured data and then the second approach is best suited. The transition from the classic approach to the Bayesian approach is made through the theorem of Bayes, which describes the probability of Θ, the unknown variable under investigation, as a function of the data and the previous information on the probability of Θ in the following way (Buck et al., 1996; Buck and Millard, 2004 )
is the probability of Θ before taking any account of the new data {data}, the so-called prior probability.
P ({data} | Θ) is the probability of the data assuming that the age Θ is exact. It is referred as the likelihood and generally denoted by l ({data}).
P (Θ | {data}) is the probability of Θ knowing the data {data}, the so-called posterior probability. The Bayes' theorem states that the posterior probability is proportional to the product of the prior probability and of the likelihood. Since it is a probability, it is normalized to one.
Models and implementation
The Bayesian approach requires building models (Buck et al., 1996) . Generally, there are a set of models, each successive model introduces a simplification of the real world and is part of a cycle of modelling and tests (Orton, 1980; Box, 1980; Buck et al., 1996) . While the proposed schemes in archaeology (Orton, 1980; Buck et al., 1996) generally refer to archaeological and mathematical models, we can add a physical model that includes the choice of the method of analysis, the principle of this method and the sampling (Lanos, 2004) .
So we can rewrite Eq. 2.3 as follows:
where Θ denotes the set of dates of interest, S the archaeological constraints, g is the set of parameters of the physical model and {data} represents the measurements. This equation is similar to the equation posed by Millard (2006a, p.360) according to Lanos (2004) but by explaining the term related to the physical model, as it was published by Lanos (2004, eq. 3.6) in the specific case of archaeomagnetism. We just generalized the meaning of S to the whole archaeological model and not just the stratigraphic information, e.g. probability of failure (Orton, 1980) or manufacturing dates (Van Strydonck et al., 2004) . Simplifications are not unique. They depend on the knowledge, personal interpretation of the physical world, background experience of the scientific, and among others, the choice of the level of simplification. The cognitive schema creating the model does not fit within the logic of science (Popper, 1982) . It can therefore be seen as subjective (Gelman and Shalizi, 2012; Zink and Porto, submitted) . By cons, its treatment through the Bayes theorem in the light of the observations should lead to a result (posterior) testable by statistical or graphics methods (Gelman and Shalizi, 2012; Box, 1980) . Thus all the models proposed for the Bayesian treatment of luminescence is relevant, whether it be taking into account only the age and the archaeological model (Rhodes et al., 2003) , or that of Huntriss (2008) , putting the physical model as a simple ratio between two quantities, provided 'the results of the analysis cannot be better than its assumptions' (Millard, 2006a) . However, we agree with Millard (2006a) about the fact that we should try as much as possible to understand the model to limit the risk of correlation between the sources of uncertainties (Aitken, 1985; Zink, 2009) . The use of cause-effect diagram must assist us in this task.
The basic model that we propose is based on the cause-effect diagram (Fig. 1) . For consistency, we call 'input' the unknown true age and 'output', the observed accumulated dose. Other parameters involved, whether obtained during measurement, or derived from prior knowledge, are considered as influence quantities. The choice of the influence quantities depends on the available data which themselves reflect both strategic and opportunistic choices depending on the available facilities and the types of experiments known by the operator.
Thus, in our case, we usually work using the fine grains technique (Zimmerman, 1971; Zink and Porto, 2005) , so we use the alpha efficiency. Other choices, such as the quartz inclusions technique, does not involve evaluation of these parameters, but can require, for example, the knowledge of the absorption of the beta radiation (Millard, 2006a; Huntriss, 2008) . Moreover, we have chosen to use for the alpha efficiency, the a-value, instead of the k-value (Aitken, 1985) Although, generally, we measure the uranium and thorium contents by alpha counting, in the model we decide to use directly the value of the radionuclide contents, and therefore neglect all calibration parameters and over-counting associated with the alpha counter, included in the overall uncertainty on the contents. Finally, we take into account the correction due to the anomalous fading (Huntley and Lamothe, 2001; Zink, 2008, cf. supra) . We could start from a simpler model which does not take account of this correction, and turn into a corrected model if the observed bias was too high.
Our model is not unlike that the one presented by Millard (2006a) . It differs only in the influence quantities taken into account. Moreover, Millard (2006a, p. 364 ) presents an explicit model using several parameters. However, in the body of the article, as well as in the example shown, other influence quantities are mentioned, indicating the suitability of the mathematical model of the physical model data. The biggest difference is probably the introduction in our model of the correction due to fading which is only valid for young ages (linearity range of the growth curve) (Huntley and Lamothe, 2001; Zink, 2008) .
Thus, the basic model we propose herein uses the following influence quantities: equivalent dose D e , alpha efficiency a, uranium, thorium and potassium contents C u , C h , C k , external gamma dose rate D γ , cosmic dose rate D c , wetness W f , wetness parameters {M i }(i={α,β}), conversion factors {G ji }(j={u,h,k};i={α,β}), fading factor g, storage time t 0 . The subscripts α, β, γ refer to the radiations and u, h, k refer to the radionuclide uranium, thorium and potassium.
In the simplest model, the input is the unknown age and the output the equivalent dose (model S.1). We will present also a bit more complex model which corresponds to a single input with multiple outputs such as equivalent dose measured both by TL and OSL, or the measurements of the equivalent doses for several samples of the same object (model S.2). We conclude with a more complex model using multiple inputs and outputs, typically several artefacts from a single level measured by different methods (model S.3).
The evaluation of the posterior can be done by formulating the model in a mathematical form, especially through conjugate prior distributions (Buck et al., 1996) . However, the development of software and computational power of the computers now allows a direct implementation of the model through programs. We chose WinBugs software, version for Windows (r) of Bugs (Lunn et al., 2009; Spiegelhalter et al., 1996) . This software allows the compilation of the model followed by its numerical implementation using a Markov Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) using a Gibbs sampler (Brooks et al., 2011) . The MCMC simulation is used to estimate the posterior by sampling a value randomly for each parameter from its probability density function and iterating the process many times. For a sufficiently large number of samplings, the distribution of draws should converge close to the posterior. In the case of the Gibbs sampler, each parameter is sampled successively, and the set of parameters including the new sampled parameter is tested with respect to the model. A didactic presentation of the principle of the MCMCs and the Gibbs sampler can be found in Buck et al. (1996) . The parameters used to run the MCMC simulation and to test the convergence is the iterations number within a chain, the number of chains, the number of initial iteration discarded (burn-in period) and the number of iteration between two equally spaced outcomes (thin). The number of iterations must be large enough to reach equilibrium. The burn-in period should discard the initial iterations still influenced by the starting values. Several chains are used to detect the influence of the starting values. Finally, the thinning is designed to save the storage capacity and limit the effect of autocorrelation between successive samplings (Gelman and Shirley, 2011) . The values of these parameters are specified with the different models.
CASE STUDIES Models
Case study #1 -single luminescence date Suppose we wish to measure an age by TL and of another by OSL. For the moment, we do not care about the possible relationship between these two ages. We would like to compare our approach with the conventional treatment, i.e. without introducing bias through the choice of the prior on the age, by using a non-informative (or vague) prior (Steel, 2001; Buck et al., 1996) . In our case, we assume that the age does not exceed 4000 years.
It is therefore based on the basic model with a single age as input and a single equivalent dose as output (model S.1). For the prior probability on the age, an uniform distribution between present day and 4000 years (abbreviation U [0,4 ka]) is assumed.
Case study #2 -single age using both OSL and TL dating A common case in luminescence dating is to combine results obtained by different methods (e.g., TL and OSL or Blue-OSL and Infrared-OSL). Assuming that the measurements were made on the same sample, the measured age was thus the same, as well as the radioactivity, including alpha and beta radiation. However, the absorbed dose varied due to the alpha effectiveness. The alpha effectiveness is related to the level of saturation of traps, which is not necessarily identical for different techniques (Zink et al., 2010) . The loss of accumulated dose due to anomalous fading is not the same according to the used technique (Zink, 2009 ) and this causes a further change on the measured archaeological dose.
So the model is a modification of the basic model (case study #1), using two outputs for one single input; in other words, we use a system of two equation models (Eq. 2.3) with one unknown variable, some model parameters are common to both equations and others are not.
Complex cases
In practice, the cases may easily become more complex. We may therefore need to date an artefact from multiple samples, themselves dated by various techniques. It may even be that we have to date a phenomenon (archaeological layer, production, cultural period) from several objects of different ages but culturally interconnected. The pinnacle is reached by establishing a chronological sequence.
To handle these cases, it is necessary to establish the hierarchical relationship between the various parameters (Millard, 2006a; Zink, 2009 ), using the cause-effect relationship between the ages and the measured archaeological equivalent doses. Virtually every case is specific and requires bespoke analysis and computer code (Millard, 2006a) .
Case study #3 -single age from various equivalent doses
Consider first the case of several samples from the same artefact. In this case, there is no bias between the ages of samples and the age of the object. The age is therefore common to all samples. The calibrations and parameters affect this age in the same way, regardless of the sample. It is the same for the cosmic and gamma radiation. Hence, the age, the calibrations, the parameters, the cosmic and gamma dose rate are common to all samples. On the other hand, alpha and beta dose rate are a priori different because of the inhomogeneity of the clay. Assume further that for one sample, the TL and OSL are measured. The alpha effectiveness and the fading rate depend not only on the mineralogy, but also on the method. They are specific to each method. Fig. 2 shows schematically the hierarchical relationships between the parameters.
Case study #4 -layer dating
We present only the simple case of a single phenomenon dating from several artefacts. The phenomenon in question may be, for example, an archaeological level (Buck et al., 1996; Millard, 2006a) or the production of a cultural property (Van Strydonck et al., 2004) . This model is characterized by artefacts of different ages. The conditions noted in the previous case (case study #3) concerning the alpha and beta dose rates, the alpha effectiveness and the anomalous fading are the same. If we take the case of an archaeological layer, this also raises the question of size and homogeneity of the layer. Assume the dimensions of the layer of 30cm, the distances between the artefacts as well as and their dimensions are small compared to 30 cm. Under these conditions, the cosmic and gamma dose rates can be considered homogeneous and therefore independent from the artefacts.
The dating of the layer is characterized by two parameters α and β defining the time start and end of the layer (Buck et al., 1996) . As in previous cases, they are limited by the time bounds TU and TL.
Data
In the following examples, we decided to work on simulated cases (real cases anonymized).
Three data sets (called TL1, TL2, OSL1) were used for the luminescence measurements, i.e. the archaeological equivalent dose D e , the alpha effectiveness a and the fading factor g ( Table 1 ). For the dosimetry measurements, we used two data set for internal dose rate, i.e. the radionuclide contents of the ceramic C u , C h , C k ( Table 1) . The first dose rate set is associated with the luminescence data sets OSL1 and TL1, and the second, to the TL2 set. Only one data set is used for external dose rate, including D γ , D c and wetness W f ( Table 1) . Two data sets were used for the time span between irradiation and measurement t 0 , one corresponding to long storage (TL additive
Fig. 2. Hierarchy of the parameters used in case #3.
protocol) and the second to prompt storage (SAR protocol) ( Table 1) .
The thermoluminescence sets, TL1 and TL2, have large uncertainties on the D e (10%). Such a value is typical of uncertainties obtained by extrapolation methods as additive TL. The OSL1 set has a small uncertainty on the D e (1%) corresponding to an interpolation method, for example, through a single aliquot regeneration protocol (Aitken, 1998) .
Some quantities of influence come from the literature. In this paper, these were the cosmic-rays dose rate D c (Prescott and Hutton, 1994) , the wetness parameters M (Zimmerman, 1971) , and the conversion factors G (Adamiec and Aitken, 1998) . We associated an uncertainty of 5% but the cosmic dose rate D c associated with a 33% uncertainty.
We consider two supplementary temporal constraints: TL and TU, respectively, terminus ante quem and terminus post quem. As these are ages, not calendar dates, TL and TU are positive or zero, and TL is lower or equal to TU. In our case studies, we will take TL = 0 and TU = 4ka.
We will test the cases #1 and #2 on the data set TL1 and OSL1. We test the cases #3 and #4 on the luminescence set TL1, TL2 and OSL1. We consider in the cases #2, #3 and #4 that TL1 and OSL1 are on the same sample. And in case #3, all data refer to the same artefact.
Implementation
Tables 3 to 6 present the formal models, the data and the implementation parameters.
The Bayesian treatment for the first case take 10 seconds of computing time for three runs (or chains) of 50, 000 iterations, taking every 5th iteration (thin = 5) and discarded the first half (burn-in = 25000 iterations). The computation time is only slightly higher for the second case (15 seconds). It reaches 40 seconds for the third and fourth cases.
Time series for the two tests of the first case are plotted (Fig. 3) taking all iterations without discarded any iteration (no burn-in). It shows fast convergence of age simulations from three chains of 50,000 iterations to an equilibrium level (Figs. 3a and 3b) . The three chains are merged, providing proof of the very small influence of Kerman and Gelman, 2006) . WinBUGS include a compiler which processes the model and available data into an internal data structure suitable for efficient computation and a Gibbs sampler which operates on these structures to generate appropriate values of the unknown quantities (Spiegelhalter et al., 1996) . The simulation was done using three chains of 50,000 iterations (taking every 5th simulation after discarding the first 25000 iterations). Calculations were made with a PC, equipped with a processor AMD Sempron (tm) 3400 + of 2.03 GHz. N (μ, σ) normal distribution with mean μ and standard deviation σ 
Age
TL<θ <TU Equations Dβ = (Gβu * Cu+ Gβh * Ch + Gβk * Ck) / (1 + Mβ * Wf) beta annual dose Dα =(Gαu * Cu+ Gαh * Ch / (1 + Mα * Wf) alpha annual dose DAi= ai* Dα + Dβ+ Dγ + Dc total annual dose for method i fi = 1-gi*log(θ/(e*t0i)) correction factor for fading for method i Dei = DAi * θ * fi age equation for method i Same parameters as for Table 3 . 
TL<θ <TU Equations Dβi = (Gβu * Cui+ Gβh * Chi + Gβk * Cki) / (1 + Mβ * Wfi) beta annual dose for sample i Dαi =(Gαu * Cui+ Gαh * Chi / (1 + Mα * Wfi) alpha annual dose for sample i DAi= a* Dαi + Dβi+ Dγ + Dc total annual dose for sample i fi = 1-gi*log(θ/(e*t0i)) correction factor for fading for sample i Dei = DAi * θ * fi age equation for sample i Same parameters as for Table 3 .
the starting values. The auto-correlation for TL 1 data set shows that the correlation was limited to a short range (lag < 3; Fig. 3a) , while for the OSL (D e known with best precision), auto correlation was present up to lag 50 (Fig. 3b) . Taking every 50th iteration (or a thinning of 50), the auto correlation for OSL was reduced to short range (Fig. 3c) . The new result obtained for thin = 50 (2,500,000 iterations and a burn-in of 1,250,000, 700 second of computing time) was in agreement with that obtained for thin = 5.
In the case #2, the characteristics of the MCMC simulations, especially auto-correlation, are similar to the measurement of OSL in the case #1, since it is the most accurate measurement.
INTERPRETATION
The age obtained using the classical approach are presented in Table 7 . Table 8 postpones the balance of uncertainties in the case of the TL obtained by classical approach, (Aitken, 1985; Zink, 2009 ).
Using for the age, a uniform prior U[0,4 ka], the Bayesian treatment of the case #1 led to a TL1 age of 2555±300 years (±11.8%) and an OSL1 age of 2424±179 years (±7.3%). The agreement between both approaches is good. The difference between the uncertainties is not significant and can be attributed to differences in numerical rounding.
Similar results are obtained for the case #2. The weighted average age between both methods according to Aitken (1985) is of 2450 (±6.6%). Bayesian treatment from a non-informative prior on the age (U [0.4 ka]) gives us an age of 2442±163 (±6.7%).
In case #3, the conventional analysis based on Aitken (1985) is difficult. What are the sources of systematic and random uncertainties, knowing that TL1 and OSL1 are made on the same sample then some of their uncertainties have common origin, therefore can be regarded as systematic, but are not shared with TL2 corresponding to a second sample? We assess the average age at 2470±140 years (5.7%), without being quite sure of our analysis. 
Age
TL<α < θi < β< TU Equations Dβi = (Gβu * Cui+ Gβh * Chi + Gβk * Cki) / (1 + Mβ * Wfi) beta annual dose for sample i Dαi =(Gαu * Cui+ Gαh * Chi / (1 + Mα * Wfi) alpha annual dose for sample i DAij= aij* Dαi + Dβi+ Dγ + Dc total annual dose for sample i and method j fij = 1-gij*log(θ/(e*t0ij)) correction factor for fading for sample i and method j Deij = DAij * θ * fij age equation for sample i and method j Same parameters as for Table 3 . (Adamiec and Aitken, 1998) (Zink, 2008) . Uncertainty -based on the combined standard uncertainties as described in Table 8 .
Bayesian treatment gives an age of 2530±165 years (6.5%). Analysis using the model of Huntriss (2008) gives a result similar to the conventional method 2490±140 years. This seems to indicate that the uncertainty estimate by the conventional method is too optimistic.
The shift to higher ages given by our method compared to the result of the conventional method is explained by the uncertainty of fading in OSL. Because the storage time after irradiation is very short in SAR-OSL, the uncertainty contribution due to the anomalous fading on the age is higher in OSL (Zink, 2008) . Moreover, in this case, the uncertainty on the measurement of the fading rate is high which increases the uncertainty. Using an uncertainty on the fading rate of 0.25% / decade instead of 0.5% / decade, the age obtained by our method, 2470±145 years, is consistent with the conventional method. We assume that the conventional method underestimates the error introduced by the anomalous fading in this slightly complex case.
In case #4, we obtain for the first object (TL1/OSL1) an age of 2505±170 years (±6.8%) and for the second object of 2585±255 years (±9.9%). The age gap is lower than if we had not introduced the lower and upper bounds for the archaeological level. We used as prior for each age a constant density between the two bounds (Buck et al., 1996) . Our sampling number is too low for a correction of the prior as proposed by Nicholls and Jones (2001) will be useful.
Our model follows the rules of Bayesian treatment. In the limiting case of a vague prior, we find the results given by the classical treatment. Similarly, if the prior uncertainty is very weak, the posterior is identical to the prior, i.e. the luminescence measurements provided no additional information. Moreover, the simulation shows a quick convergence. Our model seems correct.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Although our model is relatively simple, there is a good fit between the standard approach and the Bayesian approach in the case of non-very informative prior. The result is independent of the MCMC simulations, as shown by the good overlap between the different chains. The chains converge quickly. We discarded, however, systematically the first half, i.e. the first 25,000 iterations, as a precaution. The auto-correlation strongly depends on the uncertainty of the data. It is limited to short distance in the case where uncertainty is large, corresponding to 10% on the equivalent dose, but can affect long-range (50 lag) where the uncertainty falls to 1% on the equivalent dose. In this case, it is necessary to take only one iteration every fifty iterations. It increases the number of Aitken (1985) . The fading, Ur10 is estimated by comparing the standard deviations of Monte-Carlo simulation with and without fading (Zink, 2008) . The combined standard uncertainty Urc is the square root of the quadratic sum of standard uncertainties: Urc ^ 2 = Σ Uri ^ 2 (I = 1,2,4,5,7,10) .
iterations necessary to achieve the same final number of effective iterations. However, the results are consistent. The Bayesian approach proposed, although relatively simple, gives satisfactory results.
Using a Bayesian compiler, in the present case WinBugs, allows for non-statistician to overcome the analytical development of the equations while enjoying a relatively fast computation time (15 seconds for a single dating on a standard desktop computer).
The approach we followed is similar to that proposed by Millard (2004 Millard ( , 2006a Millard ( , 2006b . Beyond the single archaeological model that included stratigraphic relationships, the lifetimes of artefact, etc., we consider the experimental or physical model. It takes into account the parameters of the study, measured or obtained in another way, and their hierarchical relationship. There is therefore no universal model, but models not only adapted to the case studied, but also to the experimental approach depending, amongst other things, on the knowledge and background of the physicist and of the available technology. Hence, Millard (2006a) presents a model, but in the example of the article, he uses other models parameters like alpha effectiveness and beta absorption. Our model is characterized, compared to Millard's, by taking into account the correction for the effect fading in the case of samples of recent age.
I have presented here a small number of variations from our basic model. We can made the model more complex, as is the case in an article under submission (Zink et al., submitted) that takes into account additional parameters such as dose rate of the laboratory sources. We can also, for example, introduce in the case #2 a bias between TL and OSL ages from the same sample. But, the introduction of such a bias must correspond to an initial hypothesis which allows us to specify the prior of this bias. It is needed if we want to test the hypothesis. The systematic introduction of bias without bespoke hypothesis leads to quantification of the bias through its posterior without knowing the reality of the bias (risk of false positive). Always focus on initial models with reduced numbers of parameters (Occam's razor, Zink and Porto, submitted). Our system is limited to the passage between the equivalent dose and age. It must be borne in mind that a number of uncertainties are not taken into account, as the source calibration uncertainties which are shared between samples. Hence the age results are not fully independent. The following work aims to extend our model so that it uses more data. Obviously the more we data is introduced, the more the calculation time will lengthen. And it is not certain whether a global Bayesian treatment of luminescence dating may be possible.
